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A. INTRODUCTION

A1. Title: Developing a novel agent to target HIF-1α and Stat3 is important for prostate cancer therapy

A2. Significance

Prostate cancer is the most common cancer in men worldwide, accounting for approximately 242,000 new cases and 28,000 deaths annually in the USA. Although localized disease is often curable, advanced disease is generally not, especially when the cancer becomes castration resistant (mCRPC) and metastasizes. Docetaxel-based cytotoxic chemotherapy is most common therapy for mCRPC (1). Most prostate cancer (PC) patients are treatable, but the patients usually die due to drug resistance and metastatic disease (2). Hypoxia is one of the fundamental biological phenomena that are intricately associated with the development and aggressiveness of a variety of solid tumors including prostate cancer. Tumour hypoxia is progressively emerging as a common feature of prostate tumours associated with poor prognosis (3). HIF-1 is the only DNA regulatory element truly regulated by oxygen. Cross-talk between the AR and HIF-1α in prostate cancer cells has recently been identified (4).

HIF-1α protein is a heterodimer consisting of two subunits: HIF-1α and HIF-1β. Under normoxia, prolyl hydroxylases (PHDs) hydroxylate the prolyl residues of HIF-1α at amino acids P402 and P564, which are then recognized by VHL (Von Hippel-Lindau) and targeted to the ubiquitin proteasome pathway. An additional hydroxylation at N803 blocks the binding of p300 and CBP (Creb-binding protein) to HIF-1α and inhibits HIF-1-mediated gene transcription. Under hypoxia, HIF-1α is not hydroxylated and not degraded. The unmodified protein then dimerizes with HIF-1β. As N803 is not hydroxylated, p300 (or CBP) can bind to HIF-1α, allowing transcriptional activation of HIF-1 target genes, which are included more than 70 putative hypoxia-inducible genes, to date, and involved in many cell processes including glucose metabolism, erythropoiesis, angiogenesis, anti-apoptosis, metastasis, and other functions (5-10). HIF-1α was demonstrated to overexpress in many human cancers, including prostate cancer (11-13). Overexpression of HIF-1α not only strongly enhances the tumor growth rate and metastatic potential, but also contributes to resistance to radiotherapy and chemotherapy, leading to treatment failure and increase in patient mortality (14, 15).

Stat3 (signal transducer and activator of transcription 3) exists as monomers or N-terminal head-to-head dimers in the cytoplasm (16,17). When stimulated by cytokines or growth factors, such as JAK, Scr or EGFR (18, 19), Stat3 is activated upon phosphorylation on tyrosine residue Y705 (20). Tyrosine phosphorylation induces formation of a parallel dimer through their SH2 domains (18, 20). The activated dimers translocate to the nucleus, where they bind to DNA-response elements in the promoters of target genes and activates transcription. Stat3 participates in oncogenesis through the upregulation of genes encoding anti-apoptosis (Bcl-xL, Bcl-2, Mcl-1, and survivin), cell-cycle regulators (cyclin D1 and c-myc), and inducers of angiogenesis (VEGF) (14, 24, 25). Also, immune system plays a crucial role in controlling tumor incidence and growth. Stat3 signaling is a major intrinsic pathway of cancer inflammation and mediates the cancer-promoting properties. Stat3 suppresses anti-tumor immune responses and promotes inflammation-induced cancer, making it an attractive target (25-27).

A3. Innovation

1. **TEL03 is a novel anti-cancer agent from Chinese herbal medicine (CHM) that targets HIF-1α/2α and Stat3.** Recently, we have identified a perylene derivative TEL03 from hypocrellin (CHM: Hypocrella bambusae) targets HIF-1α/2α and Stat3, significantly inhibits activations of HIF-1α/2α and phosphorylated Stat3 (p-Stat3), and blocks the expression of their down-regulated oncogenes (e.g. Bcl2, VEGF, Glut1, and others) in cancer cells. TEL03 also can significantly suppress the growth of prostate and pancreatic tumors in xenograft models. Our previous studies (28) provided evidence that
targeting both HIF-1α and Stat3 together could improve tumor response to either agent alone, and reduce drug resistance and treatment failure. Stat3 (signal transducer and activator of transcription 3) participates in oncogenesis through the upregulation of genes encoding anti-apoptosis, cell-cycle regulators, and inducers of angiogenesis in many cancers, including breast cancer (29-31). Also, immune system plays a crucial role in controlling tumor incidence and growth. Stat3 signaling is a major intrinsic pathway of cancer inflammation and mediates the cancer-promoting properties. Stat3 suppresses anti-tumor immune responses and promotes inflammation-induced cancer, making it as a critical target for cancer therapy (32,33). Our results showed that TEL03 as a dual inhibitor can promote drug efficacy, reduce emergence of therapy-resistant cancer cells, and decrease the incidence of cancer relapse with a low toxicity.

2. Extracting new anti-cancer compounds from CHM is a pioneering strategy. Although anti-cancer agents have developed quickly, new anti-cancer agents are still urgently required. The advantages of TEL03 provide evidence that it is a pioneer strategy to develop a promising anti-cancer agent from new compounds that are extracted from CHM. CHM is a major aspect of traditional medicine, which has been developed as part of Chinese culture since 200 BC. CHM, which is mainly obtained from nature plants (~95%), focuses on restoring a balance of energy, body, and spirit to maintain health rather than treating a particular diseases or medical condition. Also, they can help ease the side effects of standard cancer treatment, control pain, improve quality of life, strengthen the immune system, and in some cases, stop tumor growth and spread. With collaborating with Dr. Yuan group in Peking University (China), we have extracted many compounds from CHM, which mostly are new compounds without previously studied, and discovered few compounds that activity against the molecular target: HIF-1α, such as a perylene derivative TEL03 derived from hypocrellin and NDT extracted from roots of Zanthoxylum nitidum (see below). Therefore, we propose to develop potent anti-cancer agents from CHM that targets HIF-1α for prostate cancer therapy.

B. KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

B1. Extracting chemical compounds from CHM. In order to develop novel anti-cancer agents, we have extracted many compounds from CHM, such as: Nitidine chloride (NDT) from Roots of Zanthoxylum nitidum (Fig. B1). The air-dried powdered roots of Z. nitidum (1Kg) were extracted with ethanol (95%, v/v, 3×5L) under reflux for 3×3h. The ethanol extract (15L) was subjected to cation exchange resins CC (gradient saturated sodium hydroxide in 60-90% ethanol) to afford an eluent contained nitidine chloride depending on the TLC behavior comparison with authentic sample. The solution contained nitidine chloride was concentrated under reduced pressure with a rotary evaporator to produce a total alkaloids deposit. The solution contained nitidine chloride was concentrated under reduced pressure with a rotary evaporator to produce a total alkaloids deposit.

B2. Drug synthesis based on the derivatives from hypocrellin. TEL03 as a lead compound was chemical synthesized based on perylene, which was derived from hypocrellin (Fig. B2a). The method of synthesis The TEL03 was synthesized by the reaction that 0.2g (0.51mmol) of 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride was dissolved in 30mL n-Butanol heating to 90 °C and 0.8mL (6.3mmol) of 3-(dimethylamino)propylamine was added to the mixture, then kept the temperature for 4h. Cooling the mixture to
room temperature, the precipitation was collected, and washed by chloroform and methanol. The molecular structure and purification of TEL03 were identified by H1-NMR, C13-NMR and Mass Spectrum (Fig.B2b). The HPLC results also showed that the purity of TEL03 is higher than 98%. Then, 0.1g (0.18mmol) TEL03 was mixed with 2mL methanol heating to 60°C, and 2mL solution of saturated hydrochloric acid in acetic ether was added to the mixture. After cooling down, the precipitation was washed by ethyl acetate.

**B3. Screen for novel anti-cancer agents.** The pathways: HIF-1 and Stat3 have been demonstrated to be important targets for breast cancer therapy (31). To determine whether each compound has potential to suppress the activation of HIF-1α or Stat3 in cancer cells, the assay of western blot was employed to screen all the molecules in 10μM concentration. Since our previous experiments showed if adding 10μM concentration of a compound in cell cultures, this compound still cannot inhibit the targeted molecules, thus, it cannot be an active drug. After screened more than 24 compounds extracted from CHM, we found that the molecules NDT (#2) and TEL03 (#5&#12) have ability to inhibit HIF-1α expression in cancer cells under hypoxia. Meantime, TEL03 also showed the inhibition of phosphorylated Stat3 (p-Stat3) without blocking total Stat3 (T-Stat3), which is mainly composed of unphosphorylated Stat3. Thus, TEL03 can inhibit the activation of both Stat3 and HIF-1α (Fig.B3).

**B4. TEL03 selectively targets HIF-1α and Stat3.** Comparing the screen data of NDT (#2) with TEL03 (#5), we selected TEL03 as a first candidate to further study. Here we performed immunoblotting assay using human cancer cells, including breast, pancreatic, ovarian and other cancer cells to confirm TEL03 drug activity and selectivity. The results showed (Fig.B4) that TEL03 significantly inhibits the expressions of both HIF-1α/2α and p-Stat3 in breast cancer cells under normoxia and hypoxia environments. The IC50s of inhibition of HIF-1α/2α and p-Stat3 for TEL03 are ~3μM in breast cancer cells. TEL03 also inhibited the expression of the down-regulated protein Bcl2 under both normoxia and hypoxia. Importantly, TEL03 did not inhibit upstream proteins: JAK, SCR, and the most conservative proteins: p-Stat1, p-Stat5 and total Stat3 in Stat signaling, and also did not inhibit the critical proteins in HIF-1 signaling: p300 and HI-1β as well. Also we have checked off-target effects in other passways, including AKT and ERK, TEL03 did not show inhibition to p-AKT and p-ERK (Fig.B4). Therefore, TEL03 has a selective target HIF-1α and Stat3 in this range.
B5. The mechanism of TEL03 inhibiting HIF-1α and Stat3

(1) TEL03 directly targets both HIF-1α and Stat3. To identify whether TEL03 inhibits HIF-1α through the inhibition of Stat3 or TEL03 directly inhibits HIF-1α, the two assays were employed: (1) under hypoxia we used T40214 that is a developed Stat3 inhibitor (34,35) to inhibit p-Stat3 in cancer cells, and then after 3 hours added TEL03 to detect whether TEL03 can inhibit HIF-1α in the sample without p-Stat3; and (2) we performed qRT-PCR to measure RNA levels of HIF-1α since if TEL03 inhibits HIF-1α activity through the inhibition of Stat3, TEL03 should strongly suppress the RNA expression of HIF-1α. Fig.B5A showed that T40214 totally inhibited p-Stat3 activity but did not inhibit HIF-1α. HIF-1α was totally inhibited after adding TEL03, showing that TEL03 directly suppresses HIF-1α expression in the absence of p-Stat3. Also, the PCR data demonstrated (Fig.B5B) that TEL03 does not suppress the RNA level of HIF-1α in cancer cells, suggesting that TEL03 inhibits HIF-1α by targeting HIF-1α protein in hypoxic cells.

(2) The mechanism of TEL03 inhibiting HIF-1α. A GST pull-down assay was employed to determine whether TEL03 specifically interacts with HIF-1α protein. Fig.B6A shows that p300 did not bind with GST (lane1). The samples of GST- HIF-1α/p300 and GST-HIF-1α/p300+TEL03 have an equal level of HIF-1α proteins (lanes2&3); however, the level of p300 in lane 3 is much less than that in lane 2. These results clearly demonstrated that p300 strongly binds with HIF-1α in hypoxia (lane2) and TEL03 directly interacts with HIF-1α protein and blocks the binding interaction between HIF-1α and p300 (lane3).

To determine whether TEL03 can promote the proteasomal degradation of HIF-1α in hypoxic cells, cancer cells (MDA-MB-468) were exposed to TEL03 alone or TEL03 plus MG132, which is an inhibitor of proteasome, at 1% O₂ for 18 hrs. Comparing the hypoxia-induced levels of HIF-1α with MG132 (proteasome blocked) and without MG132 (proteasome activated), the results demonstrated that TEL03 greatly induce the degradation of HIF-1α through proteasome in hypoxic cells (Fig.B6B).

To gain insight in the molecular interaction between TEL03 and HIF-1α, we randomly docked each TEL03 1000 times onto the C-terminal domain of HIF-1α (36) without setting any constraints and then analyzed the distribution of hydrogen (H) bonds formed between each TEL03 and HIF-1α because H-bonds play an important role in governing the interaction between HIF-1α and TEL03. The analysis showed that the hydrogen bonds formed between TEL03 and the C-terminal domain of HIF-1α were...
highly concentrated in the region of amino acids 796 to 801 (61%) (Fig.C6C). Binding energy of TEL03 into the residues 796 to 801 in C-terminal of HIF-1α is about -52 kcal, leading to the stable binding complex of HIF-1α and TEL03 (Fig.B7). Combined all together, it suggests that TEL03 can bind in the range of residues 796 to 801 of HIF-1α to block the interaction between p300 and N803 of HIF-1α for transcription and then induce the proteasomal degradation of HIF-1α in hypoxic cells.

(3) **TEL03 disrupts Stat3 phosphorylation.** First, the time-dependent western showed (Fig.B8A) that TEL03 significantly inhibited phosphorylated Stat3 (p-Stat3) activity in 30 mins but did not inhibit total Stat3 (T-Stat3), JAK2, and SRC kinases within 6 hours. This result provided evidence that TEL03 blocks Stat3 phosphorylation. Then we performed SPR (surface plasmon resonance) based binding assay to determine whether TEL03 has ability to block Stat3 phosphorylation by interrupting the EGFR ligand binding to Stat3. Previous studies identified that the residues of K591, R609, S611, E612, S613, E638, and Y640 in Stat3 SH2 domain form a pocket binding with the ligand motif of EGFR (e.g. pYxxx-ligand motif) (37,38). The biotinylated pYxxx-ligand motif (pY-1068: LPVPE(pY)INQSVP) was first immobilized on a streptavidin coated sensor chip (39,40). Then adding Stat3 alone and Stat3+TEL03 complex into the chip, we observed that increasing TEL03 reduced the binding possibility between Stat3 and the peptides, demonstrating that TEL03 interrupted the peptide receptor binding to Stat3 for phosphorylation (Fig.B8B). The molecular modeling of TEL03 interacting with the residues of E612, S613 and E638 in Stat3 predicted that TEL03 has potential to bind with the residues of E612, S613 and E638 in SH2 domain and disrupts the binding interaction between Stat3 and the phosphorytrose-stimulating receptor (Fig.B8C).

(4) **TEL03 inhibits VEGF, GLUT1 and induces apoptosis.** Expression of VEGF, which is a key stimulator of angiogenesis, and GLUT1, which can increase intracellular glucose uptake, are hypoxia-upregulated by HIF-1-dependent transcriptional activation (41). The results of quantitative RT-PCR showed that TEL03 significantly suppressed the expressions of VEGF and GLUT1 mRNA in responding to hypoxia (Fig.B9A). Also, MTT was employed to determine the activities of inducing cancer cell apoptosis for TEL03. The results showed that TEL03 significantly induced apoptosis in breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-468 and MDA-MB-231) as well.

(5) **Initial toxicity tests for TEL03.** We also employed MTT to test whether TEL03 induces toxicity in normal breast cells (MCF10A). After adding TEL03 in breast epithelial cells (MCF10A) 48 hours, the data were collected under the same experimental
condition in breast cancer cells. TEL03 did not induce cell death in normal epithelial cells due to low expression of HIF-1α and p-Stat3 in epithelial cells, suggesting that TEL03 has a favorable safety profile (Fig.B10).

(6) **Summary.** Our results provided solid evidence that (1) in hypoxia TEL03 directly bound in the region of residues 796 to 801 of HIF-1α without disrupting HIF-1β and p300, blocked the interaction between p300 and residue N803 of HIF-1α and promoted the proteasomal degradation of HIF-1α, interrupted HIF-1α transcriptional activity, and greatly reduced the levels of hypoxia-regulated genes, including VEGF, GLUT1 and others (Fig.B11B). (2) TEL03 interacted with residues E612, S613 and E638 within the SH2 domain of Stat3 and disrupted Stat3 phosphorylation without interrupting the activations of p-Stat1 or p-Stat5, leading to decreased cancer cell proliferation, increased apoptosis, and reduced angiogenesis (Fig.B11A).

**B6. TEL03 drug efficacy in prostate cancer**

It is clear that a single prostate tumor may contain a group of cancer cells, and instead of the current “one-size-fits-all” treatment approach, a combined therapeutics is needed to target each cell group. HIF-1α and Stat3 are key factors that activates in all types of prostate cancers. TEL03 could be a potent candidate for future combination treatment in prostate cancer patients. Fig.B12 showed that TEL03 inhibited HIF1α/2α in PC3 and inhibited both HIF-1α/2α and p-Stat3 in DU145. We did not detect the expression of Stat3 and p-Stat3 in PC3 cells. Also, we performed in vivo assay to determine the drug efficacy of TEL03 using paclitaxel for comparison (Fig.13 & 14; Table). We gave the drug: TEL03 (2mg/kg) and paclitexal (10mg/kg) every other day for two weeks. The results demonstrated that TEL03 significantly suppressed PC3 tumor growth. The tumors in untreated mice grew from 258 to 1582 mm³; TEL03 suppressed the tumors from 245 to 235 mm³ in two weeks. The results demonstrated that TEL03 significantly suppressed PC3 tumor growth.
B7. In vivo drug efficacy in breast and pancreatic tumors

We have used the mice bearing breast (MDA-MB-231) and pancreatic (PANC1) tumors to inspect the ability of anti-cancer therapeutics of TEL03. After few days the tumors grew over 200mm³, mice were randomly assigned to several groups (each group has seven mice) for drug treatments. We gave drugs to each mouse every other day for 10 days (6 treatments) (red arrows) through IP injection or oral route.

(1) The mice bearing breast tumors were treated in five groups: (i) non-treated; (ii) treated by a control agent TEL01 (2mg/kg), which shows no inhibition of both HIF-1α and Stat3 in Fig.B4 (#14); (iii) treated by T40214/PEI (10mg/kg), which is a Stat3 inhibitor delivered by PEI (2.5mg/kg) (34,35); (iv) treated by TEL03 (2mg/kg); and (v) oral treatment of TEL03 (5mg/kg). The results demonstrated (Fig.B14A) that without treatment the breast tumors grew aggressively to ~1860mm³ in 15 days. TEL01 shows no drug activity. The growth of breast tumors was strongly suppressed by T40214 and TEL03 (p<0.001). The oral treatment of TEL03 also showed some drug activity (p<0.02). Comparing the treatment of T40214/PEI (10mg/kg+2.5mg/kg), a lower drug dose of TEL03 (2mg/kg) simply given to mice has strong drug efficacy in vivo. After the treatments tumors were harvested. The western blots from the obtained tumors showed (Fig.B15B) that TEL03 inhibited both HIF-1α and p-Stat3, and suppressed the expression of VEGF, but did not inhibit HIF-1β, p300 and T-State3, consistent with the observation in cells.

(2) The mice bearing pancreatic tumors were treated in two groups: Group 1 was untreated; Group 2 was treated by TEL03 (2mg/kg) for 10 days and then monitored the tumor growth without treatment for another 9 days. Over 19 days the mean tumor volume in untreated mice increased from 225 to 754 mm³; in contrast, the mean tumor volume in TEL03-treated mice was decreased from 246 to 75 mm³ (Fig.B15C). At the endpoint, the mean tumor weight of untreated mice was 0.5 ± 0.05g whereas the mean tumor weight of TEL03-treated mice was 0.06 ± 0.01g (Fig.B14E). The results showed that after given with 2mg/kg of TEL03 in 6 times, the mean tumor volume of pancreatic tumors was dramatically suppressed and the tumors did not re-grow after stopping treatment in 9 days. The body weight of the treated mice was not affected by TEL03 treatment (Fig.B15D). Together, the agent TEL03 demonstrated greater-than-expected in vivo potency since this inhibitor has the ability to promote drug efficacy, reduce emergence of therapy-
resistant cancer cells, and decrease the incidence of cancer relapse without introducing additional toxic side effects. Thus, targeting both HIF-1α and Stat3 is considered as a promising strategy for breast cancer therapy.

C. CONCLUSION

Our main goal is to develop novel therapeutic agents from Chinese herbal medicine (CHM) that targets HIF-1α/2α for prostate cancer therapy. Hypoxia orchestrated by HIF-1α is crucial for tumor progression, therapy resistance, and poor patient outcome. Also, HIF-1α regulates several critical pathways in human cancers, including PI3K, AKT and MEK/ERK pathways. Overexpression of HIF-1α in breast tumors not only strongly enhances the tumor growth rate and metastatic potential, but also contributes to resistance to radiotherapy and chemotherapy, and is associated with treatment failure and increased patient mortality. Stat3 participates in oncogenesis through the upregulation of genes encoding anti-apoptosis, cell-cycle regulators, and inducers of angiogenesis in many cancers, inclosing breast cancer. Also, Stat3 signaling is a major intrinsic pathway of cancer inflammation and mediates the cancer-promoting properties. Stat3 suppresses anti-tumor immune responses and promotes inflammation-induced cancer, making it as a critical target for cancer therapy.

Recently, we have identified a perylene derivative TEL03 from hypocrellin (CHM: Hypocrella bambusae) that significantly inhibits activations of HIF-1α/2α and p-Stat3, and blocks the expression of their down-regulated oncogenes (e.g. Bcl2, VEGF, Glut1, and others) in cancer cells. TEL03 also dramatically suppressed the growth of prostate, breast and pancreatic tumors in xenograft models. Our previous studies provided evidence that targeting both HIF-1α and Stat3 together could improve tumor response to either agent alone, and reduce drug resistance and treatment failure. TEL03 was showed inhibition of tumor growth and a marked delay in tumor re-growth, and demonstrated a greater-than-expected in vivo potency. Our results also provided evidence that TEL03 has potential to be a potent anti-cancer agent for pancreatic cancer therapy, suggesting that TEL03 could have a possible clinical application in prostate cancer therapy.

D. OVERALL PROJECT SUMMARY

The title of this idea development project is: Development of a combination therapy for prostate cancer by targeting Stat3 and HIF-1alpha, which was founded for three years (7/2010-6/2013).

In this three-year period, (1) we have originally proposed the hypothesize that activation of Stat3 and HIF-1 strongly influence progression of prostate cancer, using a strategy that targets both Stat3 and HIF-1α could produce an effective treatment for prostate cancer. Our systemic results demonstrated (28) that a combination treatment of T40214 (a Stat3 inhibitor) and JG244 (HIF-1α inhibitor) to target both p-Stat3 and HIF-1α together significantly induces cancer cell apoptosis and greatly enhances in vivo drug efficacy as compared with single agent that blocks activation of either p-Stat3 or HIF-1α molecule alone. The combination treatment including a HIF-1α/2α inhibitor (JG244) not only has therapeutic efficacy in targeting HIF-1α/2α, but also could reduce the hypoxia-induced drug resistance to other therapies and enhance drug efficacy. Our studies demonstrated that (i) the combination treatment by targeting both Stat3 and HIF-1α together could make prostate cancer treatments more effective; and (ii) a combination treatment including a HIF-1α inhibitor could be a pioneer strategy for prostate cancer therapy.

(2) Based on our first studies, we have developed TEL03, a dual-inhibitor that targets both HIF-1α/2α and p-Stat3 for treatment of prostate and other cancers. TEL03, which is a novel anti-cancer agent derived from Chinese herbal medicine (CHM: Hypocrella bambusae), can promote drug efficacy, reduce emergence of therapy-resistant cancer cells, and decrease the incidence of cancer relapse with a low toxicity. CHM focuses on restoring a balance of energy, body, and spirit to maintain health rather than treating a particular diseases or medical condition. Also, they can help ease the side effects of
standard cancer treatment, control pain, improve quality of life, strengthen the immune system, and in some cases, stop tumor growth and spread. Therefore, TEL03 has a potential to be a novel clinical application in prostate cancer therapy. These studies provided some critical information: (i) a dual inhibitor that targets both HIF-1α and Stat3 simultaneously could be improve tumor response, reduce drug resistance and treatment failure; and (ii) anti-cancer agents obtained from CHM could have promising drug efficacy for prostate cancer therapies.

(3) There still have more works need to do for developing a potent therapeutic agent for prostate cancer therapy when three years passed, such as: (I) to optimize TEL03 in order to make the agent more efficiency by performing medicinal chemistry and QSAR studies; (II) to test more in vivo studies, including different prostate cancer tumors, such as DU145 tumor that highly resists clinical drug treatment, and perform the cooperated in vivo efficacy in combination treatment using clinic drugs (e.g. docetaxel and others) with TEL03 to determine whether TEL03 has a great potential for clinical usage; and (III) screen more new compounds from CHM to discover a high potent inhibitor.

E. OVERALL PROJECT OUT COMES

Publications relevant to the project in this period:

Patent application (collaboration between China and Jing).
1. Chinese patent (pending, 2012): Perking University, Jing N (BCM), Guan Y (BCM). “二萘嵌苯衍生物作为p-STAT3/Hif1α信号传导通路抑制剂在相关疾病中的应用” (application of perylene derivatives that inhibit p-Stat3/HIF-1α in medical diseases) (the contributions of Baylor College of Medicine (BCM), USA, and Perking University, China, are 50:50).

Abstracts presented in conferences.
1. Reddy KR, Guan Y, Jing N. Combination of targeting HIF-1α and Stat3 is a potent strategy for prostate cancer therapy. AACR-NCI-EORT, November, 2010.
2. Chen H, Guan Y, Yuan G, Tweardy DJ, Jing N. TEL is a novel dual anti-cancer agent that targets Stat3 and HIF-1α. AACR-NCI-EORT, November 2011.
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